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Introduction:  A new testbed for thermal-vacuum 
testing1 for atmospheric and planetary environmental 
simulation has been setup to support “dirty” vacuum test 
requirements.  Many vacuum chambers are setup for 
cryogenic testing and are kept at extreme cleanliness 
condition for satellite testing.  This new testbed seeks to 
fill a void by being specifically designed to allow 
“dirty” and extreme environments temperature (15K 
under special small volume conditions, through 2000K) 
testing in vacuum and at partial pressures.  The chamber 
has a 30” internal diameter and can hold parts up to 36” 
long, or more.  It has a LN2 shroud and large roughing 
and cryo-pump for rapid article exchange. The chamber 
is shown in Figure 1.  Various internal configurations 
are illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 1.  ‘Dirty’ vacuum chamber external view. 

 
     Cryogenic characterization to 90K: Test 
applications include distortion measurement of vehicle 
structures and simulation of lunar environments 
including temperature cycles, vacuum, and presence of 
simulated lunar regolith. 

Figure 2.  Image showing various internal test 
configurations for the ‘dirty’ vacuum chamber. 

 
Cryogenic characterization to 10K: An additional 

capability has been built utilizing cryocoolers to 

 
 

generate test temperatures down to 10K in 
approximately 90 minutes.  Cryocoolers represent a 
significantly lower cost approach that liquid helium and 
have been shown to be useful to provide environments 
of 10K for aluminum and 15K for polymer test 
specimens.  The cryocoolers can e utilized in a single 
test from as shown in Figure 3 or associated with a 
smaller volume of space within the larger chamber.   

Figure 3.  Vacuum test configuration as cooled to 
10K by use of a Cryocooler. 
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